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Reviews

Social & Behavioral Sciences
Before the arrival of the Mongols, present-day Beijing was the site of
the Jin capital under the Jurchens. After it was sacked by Genghis Khan
in 1215, the city was virtually laid waste. Later, the Mongols built a
separate city north of the Jin capital site, which substantially overlapped
the Ming-Qing city of Beijing. In 1267, Genghis Khan’s grandson Kublai
Khan designated it as his main capital, Dadu, and went on to found
the Chinese-style Yuan dynasty there in 1271. The city lost its capital
status in 1368 when Mongol rule in China was overthrown. Originally
written in Chinese and translated into English, this book is authored by a
well-known Song-Yuan scholar in the PRC and is a worthwhile effort to
systematically examine various aspects of Dadu, including its prehistory,
construction, layout, and political, economic, and cultural life, and ends
with a chapter devoted to a brief history of the city in the last days of
the Yuan dynasty. It cites a rich body of modern, especially traditional,
Chinese sources. Summing Up: HH Recommended. All levels/
libraries.—V. C. Xiong, Western Michigan University
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Dillon, Michael. Xinjiang and the expansion of Chinese communist
power: Kashgar in the early twentieth century. Routledge, 2014.
252p bibl index (Routledge studies in the modern history of Asia,
102) ISBN 9780415584432 cloth, $160.00
Dillon (formerly, Univ. of Durham, UK), a specialist on contemporary
China, provides a detailed history of the city of Kashgar in Xinjiang
Province in the first decades of the 20th century, arguing that it was key
to Xinjiang’s incorporation into the People’s Republic of China. Dillon’s
previous published works on Islam in China and Xinjiang, such as China:
A Modern History (CH, Jul’11, 48-6451), naturally culminate in this city
history. Readers should be especially intrigued with the many photographs
of 1930s Kashgar taken by Swedish missionaries, which provide a nice
visual counterpoint to Dillon’s appropriately complex narrative describing
the swirl of personalities and states involved in the last phase of the
“great game” at that far corner of China. China specialists and advanced
students will be particularly grateful for Dillon’s extensive use of important
Chinese primary sources on Xinjiang, and for his attempt to see Kashgar
in that turbulent period from several perspectives. All readers will find his
description of key personalities helpful. For background and comparison,
instructors should review earlier works on the history of the province and
on this period, such as Andrew D. W. Forbes’s Warlords and Muslims in
Chinese Central Asia (1986) and James A. Millward’s Eurasian Crossroads: A
History of Xinjiang (CH, Feb’08, 45-3349). Summing Up: HHH Highly
recommended. Upper-division undergraduates and above.—M. C. Brose,
University of Wyoming
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Hankins, Joseph D. Working skin: making leather, making a multicultural Japan. California, 2014. 277p bibl index afp (Asia Pacific
modern, 13) ISBN 9780520283282 cloth, $65.00; ISBN 9780520283299
pbk, $29.95
Debates regarding Japan’s often-hidden outcast population, most
commonly known as burakumin, periodically surface in news and in brief
sections of academic research. There have been few full-scale studies
in English, and no other author has explained or analyzed this issue
with the finesse and virtuosity that we find in this work by Hankins
(Univ. of California, San Diego). The “skin” in the title refers to leather
processing, one of the stigmatized occupations ascribed to buraku
community members. Hankins tracks the murky historical accounts,
varied lived realities, and thorny politics that characterize understandings
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and experiences related to the origin and continuation of this stigmatized
status. Some activists are reconfiguring buraku identity in a novel
manner by lobbying the UN to recognize and monitor a new category
of discrimination based on work and descent. By recasting buraku
as a cultural minority group, activists hope to pressure the Japanese
government to establish antidiscrimination legislation. Indispensable
for anyone interested in contemporary Japanese nationalism,
multiculturalism, and identity politics. Summing Up: HHHH
Essential. All levels/libraries.—L. Miller, University of Missouri-St. Louis
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Phuntsho, Karma. The history of Bhutan. Haus Publishing, 2014.
663p bibl index ISBN 9781908323583 cloth, $50.00
Other than the occasional travelogue and a handful of scholarly works
on Bhutanese language, art, and politics, there are few histories of this
small, isolated Himalayan country. Phuntsho’s book fills that void. The
author begins with a review of the geography and the languages spoken.
Subsequent chapters follow a chronological pattern with the early
diffusion of Buddhism and its consolidation, cover the era of unification
during the medieval period under the early monk rulers, and recount the
subsequent rise of the lay rulers. Phuntsho (Cambridge) then covers the
relations with the British in India, the civil wars, and the rise of Ugyen
Wangchuk. The book ends with the modern period, the consolidation
of the monarchy under Jigme Wangchuk, and the ongoing process of
decentralization and democracy. The book is based on secondary and
published primary sources; there are no archival sources. A main strength
of the manuscript is its extensive use of Bhutanese language sources. The
book stands out as a unique and comprehensive survey of Bhutanese
history and as such is a must-have for any researcher of the country.
Summing Up: HHHH Essential. All levels/libraries.—P. P. Barua,
University of Nebraska at Kearney
52-3819
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Reynolds, Douglas R. East meets East: Chinese discover the modern world in Japan, 1854-1898: a window on the intellectual and
social transformation of modern China, by Douglas R. Reynolds
with Carol T. Reynolds. Assocation for Asian Studies, 2014. 715p bibl
index afp (Asia past & present: new research from AAS, 12) ISBN
9780924304767 pbk, $38.00
The argument in this book is simple but non-trivial: China
encountered the modern world in Japan, especially after the fall of the
last samurai regime and the creation of a modern oligarchy. Chinese
intellectuals who visited Japan between the US expedition to Japan in
1854 and the onset of reforms following China’s loss in the First SinoJapanese War (1894–1895) wrote about what they saw and, in so doing,
introduced a new vocabulary of modernization used by the Chinese state.
This is not a surprise for East Asian specialists. At over 400 pages, the book
has no shortage of biographical detail about these 17 men, such as their
educational backgrounds, rank promotions, career shifts, and observations
of Japan. The details are supposed to illustrate, in part, how and why these
men were ignored by Chinese officialdom but nonetheless made important
contributions to Chinese modernization. Sometimes the details are not
well integrated into a larger argument; better editing would have fixed
this. The best way to read this book is as an encyclopedic tome, thoroughly
researched by a scholar with a long career researching Sino-Japanese
relations in the late 19th century. Summing Up: HH Recommended.
Graduate students/faculty.—M. J. Wert, Marquette University
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